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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 5 (B2)



Activity group(s): 2 Number of exercises: 300



Intermediate Plus Unit 5a (20 activity (ies) 02:03:32) Keywords [22 word(s)] antibiotic appendicitis appointment aspirin to cough (v.) cramp to cure (v.) disease doctor drugstore to examine (v.) fever to get sick illness infection medicine nurse pregnant prescription symptom tablet virus 



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You are not feeling well, and decide to go and see a doctor. Can I get an appointment quickly? Do you know a good doctor? What kind of doctor should I see?
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Not before late afternoon. Yes, our family doctor. A general practitioner.



2 2 2
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2



You are now in the waiting room. What do you see? 3 3 3



A pile of magazines. Lots of people waiting. Posters saying that smoking is bad for you.



3



The doctor will see you now. Could you come this way, please? Yes, I'm coming. That was fast! Should I bring my things?



4



4 4 4



Today's your lucky day! Yes, do.



So, what can I do for you? I haven't been feeling well for two days.



Yes, your eyes are red and you have a fever.



6 5



I have a horrible stomachache! I have a bad cough.



5



Let me take a look at your throat. It hurts when you do that. It tickles a bit. It must be very red.



6



8 6 8



Just a minor irritation. Yes, it is.



Can you take off your shirt, please? Well, I suppose so. Yes, of course. But it's cold in here!



7



5



Actually, it's quite warm! You definitely have a fever.



7 7 7



Are you on vacation here? 9 9 9



Yes! And I always get sick on vacation! No, I'm on business. If you call this being on vacation!
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8



Well, it looks like you have tonsillitis. What's that? I was afraid of that. Will it take me long to recover?



9



A bad throat infection.



12 12 12



Just a few days.



Do you have stomach cramps? Yes, very painful ones.



It's probably just indigestion... These tablets should help you.



10 10



Yes, I do. No, not really.



10



Did you eat anything unusual? 11 11 11



I had a dozen oysters yesterday. I did eat some funny-tasting cheesecake. Nothing that I can remember.



11



It's probably food poisoning. Will I need a shot? I won't have to have X-rays, will I? Is that dangerous?



12



No, you won't. Of course not! Not if you take this, and drink a lot of water.



12 12 12



Yes, it is. Yes, it is.



13 13 13



Here's your prescription. Is it for antibiotics? Is it for tablets? Where can I get it filled?



13



12



There's a pharmacy on your left just as you go out. 14 14 14



Yes, I saw it. Great! I'll go there immediately. How convenient!
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14



Make sure you take all your pills. Doctor knows best! I'll try. I usually forget about them after a day or two! I hate taking pills!



15



Well, don't this time! It's the only way to get better!



And don't forget to rest for at least three days. But I can't rest. I'm on vacation! I wanted to do some sightseeing! Thanks, doctor. I'm feeling much better already!



Too bad! Watch TV instead!



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] Can I get an appointment quickly? Do you know a good doctor? What kind of doctor should I see? A pile of magazines. Lots of people waiting. Posters saying that smoking is bad for you. Yes, I'm coming. That was fast! Should I bring my things? I haven't been feeling well for two days. I have a horrible stomachache! I have a bad cough. It hurts when you do that. It tickles a bit. It must be very red. Well, I suppose so. Yes, of course. But it's cold in here! Yes! And I always get sick on vacation! No, I'm on business. If you call this being on vacation! What's that? I was afraid of that. Will it take me long to recover? Yes, very painful ones. Yes, I do. No, not really. I had a dozen oysters yesterday. I did eat some funny-tasting cheesecake. Nothing that I can remember. Will I need a shot? I won't have to have X-rays, will I? Is that dangerous? Is it for antibiotics? Is it for tablets? Where can I get it filled? Yes, I saw it. Great! I'll go there immediately. How convenient!
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15 15 15



Doctor knows best! I'll try. I usually forget about them after a day or two! I hate taking pills! But I can't rest. I'm on vacation! I wanted to do some sightseeing! Thanks, doctor. I'm feeling much better already!



Words and Topics [2 exercises] 1



Put the words in the corresponding lexical group. The human body tooth / mouth / leg / head / eye / ankle / arm Food Health problems cholesterol / cramp / disease / food poisoning / illness / indigestion / infection Economy and Trade sales tax / supply / fortune / tax



2



Put the words in the corresponding lexical group. Types of food banana / fish / sugar / vegetable Vacations and traveling Judgment and opinion bad / better / difficult / horrible / normal / terrible / worse Transportation terms bus / crash / driver / fire engine / pedestrian / road



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. cut help doctor checkup pile ache shock



wound assistance physician examination stack pain trauma



Word Pronunciation [22 word(s)] antibiotic appendicitis appointment
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aspirin to cough cramp to cure disease doctor drugstore to examine fever to get sick illness infection medicine nurse pregnant prescription symptom tablet virus



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



'Kind of' followed by a noun



2



Use of the present perfect continuous
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3



Construction of the present perfect continuous



Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to not buy)



I haven't been buying



you (to not heal)



you haven't been healing you have not been healing you've not been healing



they (to not feel)



they have not been feeling they haven't been feeling they've not been feeling



we (to not see)



we haven't been seeing we have not been seeing we've not been seeing



Sally (to not cough)



Sally hasn't been coughing Sally has not been coughing Sally's not been coughing



it (to not charge)



it hasn't been charging it has not been charging it's not been charging



she (to not tickle)



she hasn't been tickling she has not been tickling she's not been tickling



Construction of the present perfect continuous Verbs without a continuous form: exceptions
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Auxiliaries
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2



Modify to express comparative superiority. Example: good



better



small



smaller



light



lighter



red



more red redder



blue



more blue bluer



close



closer



convenient



more convenient



Regular comparatives



Words and Functions [2 exercises] 1



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. I wouldn't have known I had appendicitis if I hadn't gone to see the doctor. I wouldn't have gone if I hadn't had such a bad pain in my side. I would have taken the plane and I would have left for Hawaii without knowing there was anything wrong. If I hadn't wanted to make sure everything was all right, I probably would have ended up in a Hawaiian hospital and I would have spent a fortune in medical bills! But if I hadn't got sick, I wouldn't be here in the hospital, I'd be on the beach! Conditional perfect wouldn't have known would have ended up



wouldn't have gone would have spent



Simple past perfect hadn't had hadn't gone



2



hadn't wanted



would have taken



would have left



hadn't got



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. I went to the doctor's the other day to have a checkup. He told me I was getting fat and that I needed to get some tests done to check my cholesterol levels. He said I was eating too much sugar and fatty foods and I wasn't being careful enough. I told him I was watching my weight but he still put me on a diet and now I am not allowed to eat anything anymore. Simple preterite told needed went Infinitive to get to have



said



to check



Preterite continuous was eating was getting
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told



put



to eat



wasn't being



was watching
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Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Put the following text into the present perfect continuous. I waited to see the doctor for half an hour. I read the leaflets and brochures in the waiting room. I sat next to the other patients. I looked at the posters warning against smoking. I intended to ask the doctor some questions. I had agonizingly painful stomach cramps. I meant to go and see the doctor for a long time. I have been waiting to see the doctor for half an hour. I have been reading the leaflets and brochures in the waiting room. I have been sitting next to the other patients. I have been looking at the posters warning against smoking. I have been intending to ask the doctor some questions. I have been having agonizingly painful stomach cramps. I have been meaning to go and see the doctor for a long time. Construction of the present perfect continuous



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You are not feeling well, and decide to go and see a doctor. Can I get an appointment quickly? Do you know a good doctor? What kind of doctor should I see?



2



Not before late afternoon. Yes, our family doctor. A general practitioner.



2 2 2



You are now in the waiting room. What do you see? A pile of magazines. Lots of people waiting. Posters saying that smoking is bad for you.



3



The doctor will see you now. Could you come this way, please? Yes, I'm coming. That was fast! Should I bring my things?



4



3 3 3



4 4 4



Today's your lucky day! Yes, do.



So, what can I do for you? I haven't been feeling well for two days.



Yes, your eyes are red and you have a fever.



6 5



I have a horrible stomachache! I have a bad cough.
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5



Let me take a look at your throat. It hurts when you do that. It tickles a bit. It must be very red.



6



Can you take off your shirt, please? Well, I suppose so. Yes, of course. But it's cold in here!



7



8 6 8



Just a minor irritation. Yes, it is.



Actually, it's quite warm! You definitely have a fever.



Are you on vacation here? 9 9 9



Yes! And I always get sick on vacation! No, I'm on business. If you call this being on vacation!



8



Well, it looks like you have tonsillitis. What's that? I was afraid of that. Will it take me long to recover?



9



A bad throat infection.



12 12 12



Just a few days.



Do you have stomach cramps? Yes, very painful ones.



It's probably just indigestion... These tablets should help you.



Yes, I do. No, not really.



10



7 7 7



12 10 10



Did you eat anything unusual? 11 11 11



I had a dozen oysters yesterday. I did eat some funny-tasting cheesecake. Nothing that I can remember.
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11



It's probably food poisoning. Will I need a shot? I won't have to have X-rays, will I? Is that dangerous?



12



12 12 12



Yes, it is. Yes, it is.



13 13 13



Here's your prescription. Is it for antibiotics? Is it for tablets? Where can I get it filled?



13



No, you won't. Of course not! Not if you take this, and drink a lot of water.



There's a pharmacy on your left just as you go out. 14 14 14



Yes, I saw it. Great! I'll go there immediately. How convenient!



14



Make sure you take all your pills. Doctor knows best! I'll try. I usually forget about them after a day or two! I hate taking pills!



15



Well, don't this time! It's the only way to get better!



And don't forget to rest for at least three days. But I can't rest. I'm on vacation! I wanted to do some sightseeing! Thanks, doctor. I'm feeling much better already!



Too bad! Watch TV instead!



Phonetics Exercise [8 phoneme(s)]



f



pocketknife family cough painful



w



quick where waiting always



k



doctor pocketknife smoking tickles cheesecake
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15 15 15



uw



too move two do usually



N



wrong trying something coming long



g



going again get forget great







bad ambulance antibiotics



l



problem really help pile pills already



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1 a waiting room a hospital ward a canteen a prison cell a meeting point an operating room



2 a tablet an ointment a massage a shot a lotion a syrup



3 an X-ray a cardiogram a stomach pump a filling a blood test an injection
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4 a doctor an accountant a lawyer a patient a civil servant an architect



The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



Cornflakes are very difficult to eat when you have tonsillitis. Ice cream Sherbets Hot chocolate Vegetable soups Mashed potatoes



2



Food poisoning is caused by eating bad food. Broken ribs Cut fingers Hemorrhage Sprained ankles Famine Use of the passive



3



A dentist looks after your teeth. veterinarian home nurse toothbrush hospital orderly surgeon



4



School yards don't have waiting rooms. Doctor's offices Dentists Airports



Word Order with speech recognition [7 exercises] 1



I fainted because I was not feeling very I fainted because I was not feeling very well.



well.



Verbs without a continuous form: exceptions



2



I need I need to



3



I haven't been feeling like myself for a I haven't been feeling like myself for a few days



to make an appointment with a general make an appointment with a general practitioner



few



The negative form Use of the present perfect continuous Verbs without a continuous form: exceptions
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practitioner



days.



Auxiliaries
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4



you seem to you seem to have



5



can you remember eating anything can you remember eating anything funny



have all the usual all the usual symptoms



Direct and indirect questions



symptoms of tonsillitis



of



tonsillitis



funny tasting? tasting?



'To remember' - 'To remind'



6



this is this is a



7



Just rest in bed for a few days and Just rest in bed for a few days and you'll be fine



a prescription for a week's supply of prescription for a week's supply of antibiotics



antibiotics



you'll



be



fine.



Fill-in-the-Blanks [6 exercises] 1



So? What can I do for you? I have a bad cough . I'll have a look at your throat . It tickles ! Keep your mouth open!



2



Can you take off your shirt, please? But it's cold in here! No, it's quite warm ! You must have a fever . Are you on vacation here? Yes! And I'm always sick on vacation! The main postpositions



3



Have you eaten anything unusual ? I did eat some funny tasting cheesecake. It's probably food poisoning . It's not dangerous if you take this, and drink a lot of water. Irregular verbs



Adjectives ending in -ing
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4



The doctor will see you now. I haven't been feeling well . Yes, your eyes are red . I'll take a look at your throat. Keep your mouth open ! You have tonsillitis .



5



Here's your prescription . Are they tablets ? I'd rather have syrup . There's a pharmacist on your left as you go out. I hate taking pills ! It's the only way to get better !



6



Make sure you take all your pills! Yes, I usually forget them after a day or two! And don't forget to rest for at least three days. Thanks, doctor. I'm feeling much better already . You're welcome. The affirmative imperative



Adverbs of time



'At last' - 'At least'



Reinforcing the comparative



Mystery Phrase [13 exercises] 1



A rise in body temperature above the normal level. fever



2



To touch so as to provoke laughter. tickle



3



Front inner part of the neck. throat



4



A medicine to be swallowed. pill



5



A liquid medicine to be swallowed. syrup



6



A list of medicines given by a doctor. prescription



7



Visiting famous monuments. sightseeing
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8



Place where you take a prescription to be filled. pharmacy



9



Caused by eating bad food. food poisoning



10



Twelve. dozen



11



Food poisoning gives you this. stomach ache



12



To get better after an illness. recover



13



A family doctor. general practitioner



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You are not feeling well, and decide to go and see a doctor. Can I get an appointment quickly? Do you know a good doctor? What kind of doctor should I see?



2



Not before late afternoon. Yes, our family doctor. A general practitioner.



2 2 2



You are now in the waiting room. What do you see? 3 3 3



A pile of magazines. Lots of people waiting. Posters saying that smoking is bad for you.



3



The doctor will see you now. Could you come this way, please? Yes, I'm coming. That was fast! Should I bring my things?



4



4 4 4



Today's your lucky day! Yes, do.



So, what can I do for you? I haven't been feeling well for two days.



Yes, your eyes are red and you have a fever.



6 5



I have a horrible stomachache! I have a bad cough.
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5



Let me take a look at your throat. It hurts when you do that. It tickles a bit. It must be very red.



6



Can you take off your shirt, please? Well, I suppose so. Yes, of course. But it's cold in here!



7



8 6 8



Just a minor irritation. Yes, it is.



Actually, it's quite warm! You definitely have a fever.



Are you on vacation here? 9 9 9



Yes! And I always get sick on vacation! No, I'm on business. If you call this being on vacation!



8



Well, it looks like you have tonsillitis. What's that? I was afraid of that. Will it take me long to recover?



9



A bad throat infection.



12 12 12



Just a few days.



Do you have stomach cramps? Yes, very painful ones.



It's probably just indigestion... These tablets should help you.



Yes, I do. No, not really.



10



7 7 7



12 10 10



Did you eat anything unusual? 11 11 11



I had a dozen oysters yesterday. I did eat some funny-tasting cheesecake. Nothing that I can remember.
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It's probably food poisoning.



11



Will I need a shot? I won't have to have X-rays, will I? Is that dangerous?



No, you won't. Of course not! Not if you take this, and drink a lot of water.



12 12 12



Yes, it is. Yes, it is.



13 13 13



Here's your prescription.



12



Is it for antibiotics? Is it for tablets? Where can I get it filled?



There's a pharmacy on your left just as you go out.



13



14 14 14



Yes, I saw it. Great! I'll go there immediately. How convenient!



Make sure you take all your pills.



14



Doctor knows best! I'll try. I usually forget about them after a day or two! I hate taking pills!



Well, don't this time! It's the only way to get better!



15 15 15



And don't forget to rest for at least three days.



15



Too bad! Watch TV instead!



But I can't rest. I'm on vacation! I wanted to do some sightseeing! Thanks, doctor. I'm feeling much better already!



Dictation [1 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



So what can I do for you? I haven't been feeling well for a couple of days. Your eyes are red and you have a fever. I know and I've got a horrible stomach ache and a bad cough. You have tonsillitis. Just rest for three days and you'll be fine. I'm already feeling much better. Verbs without a continuous form: exceptions Irregular comparatives
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'For how long' - 'Since when'



Adverbs of time
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Intermediate Plus Unit 5b (20 activity (ies) 02:27:18) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You have just arrived in Boston. You were in such a hurry to catch your plane that you forgot to get American money. You go to a currency exchange office: Can I get some dollars with my credit card, please? I need to get some dollars. Can I use my French credit card to get some dollars?



2



4 3 3



Yes, I can. We'll see what the computer says!



4 4 4



I'm sorry, we can't give you any cash. Our main computer is down. What am I going to do then? I haven't got any cash at all! I can get money from an ATM, can't I?



5



I'm afraid that's too much. Let me see...



Your limit is $400 a week. When did you last withdraw money? I withdrew some yesterday. I'm not sure. Can you check on that? I never keep track of that kind of thing!



4



I'm sorry, our computer is down.



2 2 5



How much do you need? I need $150. Can I take out $300? What's my limit?



3



Yes, of course.



5 5 7



Don't panic. Yes, you can.



Why don't you try the ATM just around the corner. You can withdraw money at any time! Oh, great! I didn't see it. Great. I'll try that. I hope my card won't get swallowed up like last time!
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7 7 6



Good luck! That is a real headache!
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6



You shouldn't have any problems though, if you enter the right code and there's enough money in your account. Believe it or not, I had enough money and the code was correct! Yes, I realized afterwards that I was using the wrong code. Machines can fail just like people, right?



7



It was just bad luck then.



7



They certainly can!



7 7



You stand in line at the ATM... When it's finally your turn, you get really annoyed because the machine keeps rejecting your card. Why won't it accept my card? This machine must be out of order! It won't even let me enter my code!



8



The next person in line suggests you try again. There's no point! It just won't work! Oh, forget it. There are too many people waiting. I'm going to go and ask inside the bank.



9



9



It won't?



11 11 10



Why? What's the matter? It keeps rejecting my card! I think it doesn't like my card. It's having trouble reading my card.



11



Why don't you try asking inside the bank? Yes, I'd do that if I were you.



9 9



You walk into the bank. The clerk asks you what she can do for you. Your machine won't accept my card! Can you tell me why your machine won't give me any money? Is your ATM working properly?



10



8 9 8



That's strange! Why shouldn't it? That does happen sometimes.



11 11 12



No, it looks all right to me too! That's often the case.



13 13 13



Let me see your card, please. It's a French credit card. It doesn't look damaged. It might be demagnetized.
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12



Is it expired? That could explain everything. No, it's brand new. It's valid until the end of next year. Not that I know of!



13



Here you are. Yes, I know.



14 15



Could you sign here, please? Where? I don't have a pen. Yes, here you are.



15



We'll check it.



We can process the transaction for you. How much cash did you want? $200, please. $500. This is a gold card. $150, if possible.



14



13 13 13



Here. In this space. You can use mine. Thank you.



One hundred, ten, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty... And here's your receipt. Could I have some change for the phone? Could I have two fifty-dollar bills, please? O.K., now it's time to go and spend it all!



No problem. Do you want dimes or quarters? Yes. Here they are. Have a good time shopping!



Word Pronunciation [18 word(s)] ATM (automated teller machine) bank account bank statement broke cash machine to change checkbook credit card debit exchange rate to expire limit loan overdraft savings account transaction traveler's check to withdraw
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Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] Can I get some dollars with my credit card, please? I need to get some dollars. Can I use my French credit card to get some dollars? I need $150. Can I take out $300? What's my limit? I withdrew some yesterday. I'm not sure. Can you check on that? I never keep track of that kind of thing! What am I going to do then? I haven't got any cash at all! I can get money from an ATM, can't I? Oh, great! I didn't see it. Great. I'll try that. I hope my card won't get swallowed up like last time! Believe it or not, I had enough money and the code was correct! Yes, I realized afterwards that I was using the wrong code. Machines can fail just like people, right? Why won't it accept my card? This machine must be out of order! It won't even let me enter my code! There's no point! It just won't work! Oh, forget it. There are too many people waiting. I'm going to go and ask inside the bank. Your machine won't accept my card! Can you tell me why your machine won't give me any money? Is your ATM working properly? It keeps rejecting my card! I think it doesn't like my card. It's having trouble reading my card. It's a French credit card. It doesn't look damaged. It might be demagnetized. No, it's brand new. It's valid until the end of next year. Not that I know of! $200, please. $500. This is a gold card. $150, if possible. Where? I don't have a pen. Yes, here you are. Could I have some change for the phone? Could I have two fifty-dollar bills, please? O.K., now it's time to go and spend it all!
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Words and Functions [2 exercises] 1



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. The other day I tried to make a purchase with my credit card but the machine rejected it. I went to the bank to see what the problem was, and they told me I hadn't paid the minimum monthly fee. I had arranged for monthly payments to be taken directly out of my debit account, but they said my account was in the red and so they had suspended my credit. As it turns out, my company had made a mistake with my account number and my paycheck had not arrived yet. Luckily, I was able to work things out without paying any penalty fees. Simple preterite tried rejected



went



was



Simple past perfect had arranged hadn't paid



2



told



said



had suspended



was



was able to



had made



had not arrived



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. Gwen wanted to open a second bank account, so her bank manager, Mr. Kinsman, suggested that she open a savings account. He said it was important that she put money aside for a rainy day, and if he were her, he would get a savings account with a 2% interest rate. Mr. Kinsman said it was preferable that the account be for emergencies only. He said that if she were to put aside $100 a month for a year, she could put it towards a down payment on a new car. Gwen insisted that he raise the interest to 3% first. Mr. Kinsman said he could give her 2.5%. She told him that she would agree to 3%, if she were him. Present subjunctive put be raise open Preterite subjunctive were were were Present conditional could put would get



could give



would agree



Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Put the following text into the passive voice. Neil puts the ATM card into the machine. The machine asks Neil to enter his PIN code. The machine rejects the ATM card. The bank teller is holding Neil's account information. The machine has probably demagnetized the card. The teller can process the transaction manually. The ATM card is put into the machine by Neil. Neil is asked by the machine to enter his PIN code. The ATM card is rejected by the machine. Neil's account information is being held by the bank teller. The card has probably been demagnetized by the machine. The transaction can be processed manually by the teller. Construction of the passive
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Active and passive voice
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Key grammar explanations [5 grammar point(s)] 1



Construction of the passive



2



Use of the passive
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3



Construction of the present conditional



4



The past subjunctive
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5



American money



Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: you (to go)



you'd go



I (to get)



I'd get I would get



they (to need)



they'd need they would need



he (to like)



he'd like he would like



we (to withdraw)



we'd withdraw we would withdraw



she (to change)



she'd change she would change



Shawn (to do)



Shawn would do



Construction of the present conditional
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2



Answer the question as in the example. Example: you (to go)



you wouldn't go



he (to enter)



he wouldn't enter he would not enter



they (to work)



they wouldn't work they would not work



we (to reject)



we wouldn't reject we would not reject



she (to damage)



she wouldn't damage she would not damage



I (to sign)



I wouldn't sign I would not sign



Jack (to pay)



Jack wouldn't pay Jack would not pay



Construction of the present conditional



Auxiliaries



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [7 exercises] 1 dollar bills silver dollars small change bounced checks credit invoices bank statements



2 a credit card a checkbook a traveler's check a bank statement an ATM a five-dollar bill
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3 a currency exchange office a post office a shoe repair store a hardware store a bar a drugstore



4 a cash machine a checkbook an overdraft a twenty-dollar bill a traveler's check a lottery ticket



5 money gold copper stamps silverware crystal



6 a computer an ATM a hotel a calculator a cell phone a television set



7 a fountain pen a crayon a ruler an eraser a paper clip glue
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The Right Word with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1



To expire means to go out-of-date. retire to the country date-stamp sell by date fade away timeless



2



Small change means coins of very low denomination. Checkbook ATM Credit card Half-dollar coins Ten-cent coin



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. take out allow key in work expire bring down



2



withdraw permit type function end lower



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. dollar luck problem transaction possible proof



buck chance obstacle operation conceivable evidence



Phonetics Exercise [9 phoneme(s)]



aw



out now amount our down



Q



cash machine international special



z



surprises use realized demagnetized



w



afterwards swallowed waiting won't waste within



N



wrong thing waiting paying working
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¯



money must country front trust



B



wrong properly possible often pocket



i



need believe people received receipt



I



credit give interest limit valid



Word Order with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1



you shouldn't have any problems with your credit you shouldn't have any problems with your credit card. Negation of the indefinite article



Modal auxiliaries



2



I'm not very I'm not very good



3



I rarely use checks because I prefer I rarely use checks because I prefer ATMs.



4



it's so annoying when the it's so annoying when the ATM



good at at keeping



card.



keeping track of



track of my my accounts



accounts



ATMs.



ATM swallows the swallows the card.



card.



Relative pronouns and adverbs



5



I've never had any trouble remembering my PIN I've never had any trouble remembering my PIN code Adverbs of time



6



be careful not be careful not to



code



Negation of the indefinite article



to demagnetize your demagnetize your card



card



Mystery Phrase [9 exercises] 1



Related or belonging to other countries. foreign
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2



Ready money. cash



3



A machine from which one can withdraw money. ATM



4



A person who works at a service counter. clerk



5



A commercial or banking operation. transaction



6



A slip of paper that acknowledges payment. receipt



7



To take money out of a bank account. withdraw



8



Irritated; upset. annoyed



9



Faulty, not functioning. out of order



Fill-in-the-Blanks [7 exercises] 1



Can I take out $300 with my credit card? You're allowed up to $200 a week. Can I use my French credit card to get some money? When did you last withdraw some money? The main postpositions



2



'Some' - 'Any'



The service is down at the moment. I haven't got any cash at all! I can get money from an ATM, can't I? There's one just around the corner. I hope my card won't get swallowed up ! The main postpositions
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3



Why doesn't my card go in ? This ATM must be out of order! I slide my card in and it keeps coming right out again! We'll check it . We'll do the transaction for you. The main postpositions



Object pronouns



4



Why don't you try an ATM ? You shouldn't have any problems if you key in the right code and there's enough money in your account . Believe it or not, I had money and the code was correct. Machines can fail just like people, right? It was just bad luck then.



5



It won't take my card. Let me see your card . It's an international card. It doesn't look damaged . It might be demagnetized . Use of the past participle as an adjective



6



Could you go and see what he wants? He'd like to change some foreign currency . Tell him to come and ask me himself. He doesn't speak English. Well, go and tell him to learn it then! 'To go' and 'to come' + infinitive Verbs without a continuous form Verbs introducing a second action



7



I spent the night at Newark when my plane was delayed. I was broke , but the airline paid for the hotel room. I withdrew some cash from the ATM , and went out to a local bar. Everything was expensive and the weather was cold. I'm sure glad I live in Houston. Prepositions of place
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Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You have just arrived in Boston. You were in such a hurry to catch your plane that you forgot to get American money. You go to a currency exchange office: Can I get some dollars with my credit card, please? I need to get some dollars. Can I use my French credit card to get some dollars?



2



Yes, I can. We'll see what the computer says!



4 4 4



5 5 7



Don't panic. Yes, you can.



Why don't you try the ATM just around the corner. You can withdraw money at any time! Oh, great! I didn't see it. Great. I'll try that. I hope my card won't get swallowed up like last time!



6



4 3 3



I'm sorry, we can't give you any cash. Our main computer is down. What am I going to do then? I haven't got any cash at all! I can get money from an ATM, can't I?



5



I'm afraid that's too much. Let me see...



Your limit is $400 a week. When did you last withdraw money? I withdrew some yesterday. I'm not sure. Can you check on that? I never keep track of that kind of thing!



4



I'm sorry, our computer is down.



2 2 5



How much do you need? I need $150. Can I take out $300? What's my limit?



3



Yes, of course.



7 7 6



Good luck! That is a real headache!



You shouldn't have any problems though, if you enter the right code and there's enough money in your account. Believe it or not, I had enough money and the code was correct! Yes, I realized afterwards that I was using the wrong code. Machines can fail just like people, right?
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It was just bad luck then.



7



They certainly can!



7 7
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7



You stand in line at the ATM... When it's finally your turn, you get really annoyed because the machine keeps rejecting your card. Why won't it accept my card? This machine must be out of order! It won't even let me enter my code!



8



The next person in line suggests you try again. There's no point! It just won't work! Oh, forget it. There are too many people waiting. I'm going to go and ask inside the bank.



9



9



It won't?



11 11 10



That's strange! Why shouldn't it? That does happen sometimes.



11 11 12



No, it looks all right to me too! That's often the case.



13 13 13



We'll check it.



13 13 13



Let me see your card, please. It's a French credit card. It doesn't look damaged. It might be demagnetized.



12



9 9



Why? What's the matter? It keeps rejecting my card! I think it doesn't like my card. It's having trouble reading my card.



11



Why don't you try asking inside the bank? Yes, I'd do that if I were you.



You walk into the bank. The clerk asks you what she can do for you. Your machine won't accept my card! Can you tell me why your machine won't give me any money? Is your ATM working properly?



10



8 9 8



Is it expired? That could explain everything. No, it's brand new. It's valid until the end of next year. Not that I know of!
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We can process the transaction for you. How much cash did you want?



13



Here you are. Yes, I know.



$200, please. $500. This is a gold card. $150, if possible.



14 15



Could you sign here, please?



14



Where? I don't have a pen. Yes, here you are.



Here. In this space. You can use mine. Thank you.



One hundred, ten, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty... And here's your receipt.



15



Could I have some change for the phone? Could I have two fifty-dollar bills, please? O.K., now it's time to go and spend it all!



No problem. Do you want dimes or quarters? Yes. Here they are. Have a good time shopping!



Dictation [2 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



Can I get some cash out with my credit card, please? Yes, but you'll have to wait a minute. How much would you like? What's my limit? You're allowed up to three hundred dollars a week. I never keep track of that kind of thing! Direct and indirect questions Use of the present conditional



2



1 2 3 4 5



'Would like': expressing wishes Adverbs of time 'Kind of' followed by a noun



Can you tell me why your machine won't give me any money? Why? What's the matter? It has trouble reading my card. It doesn't look damaged. It might be demagnetized. No, it looks all right to me. Direct and indirect questions Relative pronouns and adverbs Verbs expressing impressions and feelings 'May' - 'Might'



Keywords [17 word(s)] value piggy bank comic to reap to treat (v.)
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expenditure miraculous to place a bet lure long shot risky gamble to bother (v.) to wager (v.) myth to incinerate (v.) counterfeit



Video and Questions [1 exercises] What's the best way for parents to teach their children the value of money? Give them a piggy bank of course! Sometimes they manage to convince them to save, thus preventing them from wasting their money on comics and candy. Even so, the child sometimes gives in to temptation and spends all of his money on a toy he'll forget about a short while after. There are two ways to manage your money: either spend it without counting, or count it without spending. Save some of it, of course, but don't wait until you're too old before reaping the benefits. You shouldn't think twice about treating yourself to a present once in a while! For most daily expenditures we use cash. If you pay for your purchases with dollar bills, shopkeepers will give you small change. To get rid of it easily, it's always useful to know a coin collector! Credit cards are used more and more. They're as miraculous as they are dangerous. Because it's invisible money, you don't feel like you've actually spent anything! Here's a riddle! Where are we now? Why are these people lining up? To go to the movies, a show, a rock concert? No! They're placing bets. A racetrack is less luxurious than a casino, but it still has the same effect on your bank account! It's not the horses that interest these people, but the lure of money. Ten to one, fifty to one, a hundred to one! They're all looking for the long shot that'll pull off a risky gamble. Most of the time they don't even bother to watch the race. They're wrong not to! They might have wagered on three-legged horses which, obviously, never win! In addition to risky gambles, there are moments of madness. Apparently some multimillionaires are so rich they burn dollar bills to light their cigars! Myth or reality? Well, it's true that some jobs involve destroying money, like incinerating counterfeit bills or bills that have been removed from circulation. Granted, money can buy jewelry, furs and sports cars... But is that really what makes people happy?



1



What is the moral of this video? Money can't buy happiness. Money leads to corruption. Saving a penny a day keeps the creditor away. Financial security is the key to a good life.



2



What does one usually put in a piggy bank? Coins Bills Candy Toys
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3



What draws people to the racetrack? Money Horses Crowds Hot dogs



4



According to the video, what are some millionaires reputed to do? Burn cash Worship money Hoard money Give away their money



5



What happens to old bills? They are burned. They are recycled. They are given to the poor. They are made into paper airplanes.



6



What does 'ten to one' mean in the video? The odds of winning The time The evens of winning The exchange rate



7



According to the video, what are two general ways of handling money? Spend a lot or save a lot Manage the money yourself or have someone else manage it for you Put in a piggy bank or buy stocks By hand or by machine



8



The video advises... not to be too miserly. not to spend too carelessly. to save all your money for old age. not to invest in stocks.



9



According to the video, what is the effect of both casinos and horsetracks? People lose money. People win money. People have fun. Only rich people visit them.
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10



What is the narrator's attitude towards credit cards? Healthy suspicion Totally positive Critical Totally negative



Word Pronunciation [17 word(s)] value piggy bank comic to reap to treat expenditure miraculous to place a bet lure long shot risky gamble to bother to wager myth to incinerate counterfeit
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